Cross Platform availability in HTML 5

ANNA VAN HELSING - MONSTER HUNTRESS™
In the middle of the woods outside the protective walls of civilisation lies a small village, haunted
by unimaginable terrors. Monsters roam the woods and people seem to disappear each night,
one by one. In a desperate effort to save the village a fierce huntress called Anna Van Helsing is
sent out to track and hunt down the monsters. Equipped with an arsenal of weapons she follows
the tracks and soon finds herself at the gates of a mysterious castle, the source of evil. Just as the
blood moon rises the gates to the castle open and a sinister voice echoes from inside the castle:
“Be my guest!”
Wolf Howls & Wolf Attack Feature: Embark on a wild hunt with the expanding Van Helsing Wild and track down the Wolf Howls during
1 Bonus Spin. Wolf Howls drastically increases the chances to attract more Wolf Wilds and may even provoke a Wolf Attack causing all
Wolf Wilds to expand.
Free Spins & Dracula’s Banishment Feature: 3 Free Spins Scatters grant access to the great halls of Castle Dracula, where you will not
only face the creatures of the night but Dracula himself. Your brave effort is awarded with 8 Free Spins and a welcome gift in form of a
fixed multiplier of 2, just as it should be for a good host. Defeat Dracula to break the spell and turn evil into good again.
ANNA VAN HELSING- MONSTER HUNTRESS™ is a medium volatility premium video slot designed to meet today’s needs of online casino
operators. The game is available for desktop & mobile on modern web browsers across popular devices.

“Do you dare to face Dracula and banish him once and for all?”
ANNA VAN HELSING - MONSTER HUNTRESS™ is brought to you by
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For more information about platform integration, game mathematics & pricing please get in touch with sales@rabcat.com.
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